Abstract. We study a special two-stage flexible flowshop, which consists of several parallel identical machines in the first stage and a single machine in the second stage. We assume identical jobs, and the option of batching, with a required setup time prior to the processing of a new batch. We also consider the option to use only a subset of the available machines. The objective is minimum makespan. A unique optimal solution is introduced, containing the optimal number of machines to be used, the sequence of batch sizes, and the batch schedule. The running time of our proposed solution algorithm is independent of the number of jobs, and linear in the number of machines.
Introduction
A flexible flowshop is a machine setting consisting of several stages in series, where each stage contains a number of parallel machines. Minimizing makespan on a general flexible flowshop is clearly NP-hard, since it is a generalization of both minimum makespan on parallel identical machines and minimum makespan on a classical flowshop (with at least three machines). In fact, minimum makespan on a flexible flowshop was shown to be strongly NP-hard even for the special case of ( ) two stages, ( ) two identical machines in one stage and a single machine in the second stage, and ( ) when preemption is allowed (Hoogeveen et al. [11] ). We refer the reader to the recent survey on flexible flowshops by Ruiz and Vazquez-Rodriguez [25] , which contains 225 references, dealing with various combinations of flexible flowshop settings and objective functions.
Several researchers studied the special two-stage flexible flowshop setting, where the first stage consists of parallel identical machines and the second stage contains a single machine. This setting is known in the literature as look-behind flowshop (LBFS); see e.g., Lee and Vairaktarakis [15] . LFBS has numerous applications, including the standard manufacturing system of several parallel identical production machines followed by a single machine (station) for painting, rapping, loading, assembly, etc. [Lee and Vairaktarakis [15] also defined the symmetric setting, in which the first stage contains a single machine and the second stage consists of parallel identical machines. They denoted this setting by LAFS (look-ahead flexible flowshop).] A similar setting of a twostage flowshop with a single (critical) machine in one of these stages and several dedicated machines in the other stage has been studied by e.g., Oguz et al. [23] , Cheng and Kovalyov [5] , Lin [16] , Kyparisis and Koulamas [14] , Lin and Liao [17] , Mosheiov and Yovel [21] , Cheng et al. [6] , Oguz and Ercan [22] , and Gerstl and Mosheiov [9] , among others.
In this paper we focus on an LFBS system, in the context of batch scheduling; see e.g., Monma and Potts [18] and Allahverdi et al. [1] . Recall that in batch scheduling jobs may be grouped and processed in batches. The processing time of a batch is identical to the total processing times of the jobs contained in the batch. Prior to starting a new batch (either on one of the first stage machines, or on the second stage machine), a setup time is performed, during which the production process is stopped. Each of the batches is performed on one of the first stage machines, and upon completion, continues (as a batch) to the second stage machine. Each first-stage machine can process (at most) a single batch. As commonly assumed in batch scheduling models, we consider: ( ) batch availability, i.e., jobs can start processing on the second-stage machine only when their entire batch is completed on the first-stage machine; ( ) non-anticipatory setup times, i.e., prior to starting the batch setup on the second-stage machine, the entire batch must be completed and released from the first-stage machine; ( ) batch consistency, i.e., a batch remains unchanged on the firststage and on the second-stage machine. Finally, we consider here the very practical setting of identical processing time jobs. The numerous studies of scheduling identical jobs reflect the many applications of this setting, in particular the many types of production lines of identical items (see e.g., the two recent surveys: Baptiste and Brucker [2] , and Kravchenko and Werner [13] ). We note that the special case of the problem studied here; where the parallel machines in each stage of the flexible flowshop are replaced by a single machine (i.e., minimizing makespan on an -machine flowshop with identical jobs and batching) has been solved in Mosheiov and Oron [19] .
In a recent paper, Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz [7] introduced and tested numerically algorithms for solving systems with the option of using only a subset of all the available machines. They focused on the option of Not-All-Machines (NAM) on parallel-unrelated machines. Previously, Cao et al. [3] introduced a tabu search algorithm to minimize the machine holding cost for a NAM model on parallel identical machines; Chen and Li [4] considered the case that the number of machines can be reduced by outsourcing jobs to an external production line; Finke et al. [8] studied a NAM model with precedence constraints, and Kravchenko and Werner [12] considered NAM problems with release dates and deadlines. Among the many applications of the NAM decision, Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz [7] mention a typical setting of a shop in which some machines remain idle due to the large capacity of the system, which exceeds the total demand. Given all the above (unit jobs, batching, NAM), an optimal solution for our proposed LBFS model consists of the following decisions: (i) How many first-stage machines to use; (ii) Given the number of machines -how to allocate jobs to batches; and (iii) How to schedule these batches. First we introduce a lower bound on the optimal makespan, obtained by solving to optimality the relaxed version of the problem in which non-integer batch sizes are permitted. This solution consists of a unique increasing sequence of batch sizes. Then, we convert this solution into an optimal integer schedule. The total running time is shown to be independent of the number of jobs, and is linear in the number of firststage machines. (As indicated later, the running time of the algorithm is not polynomial in the input size. However, since the number of batches that need to be calculated and stored is of the order of the number of the machines, this running time seems to be the smallest possible.)
In a recent paper, Gerstl and Mosheiov [10] studied the LAFS version of the problem, i.e., when a single machine is considered in stage 1, and parallel identical machines in stage 2. LAFS and LBFS may have significantly different applications. An LAFS system may consist of a single common production machine followed by several parallel customization stations. LBFS may model a plant having a number of parallel manufacturing units in stage one, followed by e.g., a common quality-control/rapping/painting station. Despite the different nature of the two models, the analysis of both appears to be related. Using a similar approach to that used by Gerstl and Mosheiov [10] , we obtain a nonstandard sequence of optimal batch sizes for the relaxed version of the problem (where noninteger batch sizes are allowed). We then introduce a rounding procedure, which guarantees an optimal solution for the original (integer) version.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the notation and the problem formulation; Section 3 provides the lower bound based on the solution of the relaxed version; Section 4 presents the optimal integer solution.
Formulation
We study a 2-stage flexible flowshop ( ), where the first stage consists of parallel identical machines, and the second stage consists of a single common machine (called critical). We denote this special flowshop structure by ( , 1). There are identical jobs, which are assumed to have unit processing times after appropriate scaling. Thus, if !" denotes the processing time of job on machine , we have !" = 1, = 1, … , + 1, = 1, … , (where machine + 1 is the critical machine). The jobs processed on machine ( = 1, . . . , ) are processed later as a single block (batch) on the critical machine. An integer setup time, denoted by , is required prior to starting the process of a batch on each of the first machines, as well as on the critical machine. We assume a machineindependent setup time. If machines are used in the first stage ( ≤ ), then for a given allocation of jobs to these machines, the number of jobs assigned to machine is denoted by ! , = 1, … , . Clearly,
. Finally, recall that our model assumes batch availability, non-anticipatory setup times, and batch consistency; see above.
For a given schedule, the completion time of the last job on machine (i.e., the completion time of batch on the first stage machine) is denoted by ! , = 1, … , . The completion time of batch on the critical machine is denoted by ! (!") , = 1, … , . Let
Thus, the problem studied in this paper is: ( , 1)/ , !" = 1 / !"# .
A lower bound on the optimal makespan value
A solution for the problem ( , 1)/ , !" = 1 / !"# consists of: ( ) a decision on the optimal number of (the first-stage) machines to be used, ( ) the allocation of jobs to machines, and ( ) the job schedule. According to the well-known reversibility property in flowshops, the makespan does not change if the jobs go through the flowshop in the opposite direction in the reverse order; see e.g. Pinedo [24] . Thus, a possible solution procedure could be based on the reversed solution of
(1, )/ , !" = 1 / !"# , given in (10). However, due to the different structure of the optimal schedules in both cases, we introduce in the following the properties of an optimal schedule for ( , 1), and consequently we provide a complete solution for this problem.
We first solve the relaxed version of the problem, allowing non-integer batch sizes. The optimal solution for the relaxed version is clearly a lower bound on the optimal makespan of ( , 1)/ , !" = 1 / !"# . We use the following notation for the relaxed version: Proof: For = 1 (single machine is used in the first stage) the makespan is 2 + 2 . For ≥ 2 the makespan is at least + 1 + , which is larger than 2 + 2 . ∎
In the remainder of this paper we assume < .
Property 2: For a given number of machines used, an optimal schedule exists such that
Proof: We focus first on the first two batches, and prove that ! (!) = + 2 ! (!) .
Assume that an optimal schedule exists such that: We conclude that schedule ′ (with ! (!) = + 2 ! (!) ) is optimal as well. Thus,
From equations (2) and (3) we obtain that 2
. It follows that:
(4) ∎ Based on Properties 2 and 3, the makespan value for a given value is the sum of the idle time on the critical machine (which is identical to the setup time and the total processing time of the first batch, i.e., + ! (!) ), and the total processing time of the batches on the critical machine (i.e., + ). Thus,
In order to find the optimal makespan value (for the relaxed version), we have to solve (5) for all values. Let * denote the optimal number of machines used. Clearly, 1 ≤ * ≤ . The following property introduces better bounds on * :
Property 4: The optimal number of machines to be used is bounded by:
Proof: Allowing to be non-integer, ! (!",!) is continuous and convex in . Thus, the optimal (non-integer) value can be found by standard derivation. The derivative of (5) with respect to is:
= 0 leads to: 2 ! − ln 2 = + ln 2 , or
Since 1 ≤ ≤ , the left-hand-side of (7) is bounded by:
It follows that:
We obtain the following bounds on the optimal number of machines used: * ≤ log ! 1 + 
Similarly, the actual lower bound on is
The optimal number of machines, * , is a non-decreasing function of the number of jobs , and a non-increasing function of the setup time . Figure 1 demonstrates * as a function of (for a given value; = 20). Similarly, Figure 2 demonstrates * as a function of (for a given value; = 1000). Based on all the above, we introduce in the following a formal algorithm:
Lower Bound Algorithm (optimum of the relaxed version): Input: , , ;
Step 1: Calculate !" and !" from (8) and (9).
Step 2: For = !" to !"
Calculate ! (!",!) from (5).
Step 3: The optimal makespan is given by (5): !"# ( * ,!) = min ! !" !!!! !" ! (!",!) . * is the appropriate value. 
S
The optimal sequence of batch sizes is given by (4) and (2) (for * ).
Running Time:
Step 1 requires a constant time.
Step 2 is performed ( ) times, and each iteration requires a constant time. Finding !"# ( * ,!) in Step 3 requires ( ), and then calculating the batch sizes requires ( ) as well. Thus, the total running time is (m).
Numerical Examples:
In the following we provide the solution for three 20-machine problems. The problems are different significantly from each other in the ratio / . As expected (see (8) and (9)), the number of candidates for the optimal number of machines decreases as this ratio increases.
Example 1: = 1,000, = 8, = 20. In
Step 1 of the algorithm we calculate the following bounds: !" = 6.665; !" = 6.465. It follows that = 6 and = 7 are candidates. We check the makespan of both values (Step 2). This leads to the following optimal number of batches: * = 7, and to the optimal solution (Step 
An optimal integer solution
In the previous section we introduced a lower bound on the optimal makespan, obtained by solving the relaxed version of the problem, i.e., when non-integer batch sizes are permitted.
In this section we convert this schedule into an optimal integer solution (with integer batch sizes). The optimal makespan value for the relaxed version, !"# ( * ,!) , is a lower bound on the optimal makespan for the integer version. It is clear that even the smallest integer larger than or equal to !"# ( * ,!) , i.e., !"# ( * ,!) , remains a lower bound. Hence, an integer solution whose makespan is !"# ( * ,!) is optimal. In the following we introduce an algorithm that creates a schedule with this makespan value. We refer the reader to Mosheiov et al. [20] , where a similar procedure was used to obtain an integer (not necessarily optimal) solution for a single machine batch-scheduling problem. The optimal solution for the relaxed version of the problem consists of * (the optimal number of batches) and ! (!) Note that the batch sizes obtained by the above procedure are given by:
Clearly, the total "rounded up processing time" is identical to the total "rounded down processing time", i.e., 
Conclusion and future research
We solved a makespan minimization problem on a 2-stage flexible flowshop with parallel identical machines in stage 1 and a single machine in stage 2. We considered the option of batching (each first-stage machine processes a single batch), and focused on the special case of identical jobs. The paper introduces an efficient solution algorithm, which provides answers to the following questions: ( ) the optimal number of first-stage machines to be used, ( ), the batch sizes, and ( ) the optimal schedule of the batches. The running time of the algorithm is independent of the number of jobs, and is linear with the number of machines. Future research may focus on the extension to general job processing times and/or to more general (not necessarily 2-stage) flowshops.
